I. INTRODUCTION
Song and Chissom firstly come up with the fuzzy time series forecasting model and discuss the problems of enrollments data of University of Alabama in 1971~1992, which apply fuzzy set series [3] . Sequentially, they put forward many fuzzy times series forecasting model which can see in the references [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the forecasting accuracy is not high, and this problems are still puzzling people.Saxena, Sharma, Easo [9] (2012) propose the new set of forecasting fuzzy model. It gain the unprecedented forecasting accuracy, when they study the problems of enrollments data of University of Alabama. Therefore, it cause the researches of Wang, Guo, Feng, Jin, Wu [5, 6, 8, [10] [11] [12] [15] [16] [17] , and they respectively present forecasting model, which have some improvement in the forecasting accuracy. This paper further excavate their research achievement, and propose the set SFmBDR of fuzzy time series forecasting model based on order differential rate. The forecasting model of SFmBDR(0.000002,0.000004) and SFmBDR(0.000004,0.000002) gain the enrollments forecasting data AFER=0% and MSE=0, when study the problems of enrollments data of University of Alabama in 1971~1992. It achieve the highest level of forecasting accuracy.
II. THE SET SFMBDR OF FUZZY TIME SERIES FORECASTING MODEL
The relative concepts see the references Saxena, Sharma, Easo [9] . When we study a problem of time series forecasting, we can assume its universe of historical data as N={N1,N2,…, Nn}.The formulas of differential rate of historical data is Mt =(Nt -Nt-1)/Nt-1. The universe differential rate of historical data is M={M2,M3,…, Mn}. We propose the definition of fuzzy function and inverse fuzzy function and forecasting function by spread the theories of Saxena, Sharma, Easo [9] . 
, the fuzzy function SFmBDR denoted by ) ( t Definition 3: If have a time series forecasting problem, its universe of discourse of historical data as N={N 1 ,N 2 ,…, N n } and the universe differential rate of historical data is M={M2,M3,…, Mn}. If in M,we can be defined fuzzy series function
, the inverse fuzzy function SFmBDR denoted by St(  )(t = 2,3,…,n).
Definition 4: If have a time series forecasting problem, the universe differential rate of historical data is M={M2,M3,…, Mn}. As every t{2,3,…,n}, defined forecasting function
is the t-1 years' historical data , S t ( If have a time series forecasting problem, its universe of discourse of historical data as N={N1,N2,…, Nn} and the universe differential rate of historical data is M={M 2 
Obviously, there is Theorem3.
Theorem 3 If have a time series forecasting problem, its universe of discourse of historical data as N={N 1 ,N 2 ,…, N n } and the universe differential rate of historical data is Of t years.
In this paper, we just list sectional forecasting models and get the comparison of different forecasting methods which apply inverse fuzzy, when we forecast the problems of enrollments data of University of Alabama in 1971~1992. Show in table1 and table2. Table2 shows that use SFmBDR(0.000002, 0.000004) and SFmBDR(0.000004, 0.000002) forecast the results of enrollments data of University of Alabama, it can get MSE=0 and AFER=0.0%. That is the highest accuracy. It also verify the Theorem4 is right.
III. CONCLUSION
We Provide the forecasting models SFmBDR(0.000004, 0.000002)and SFmBDR(0.000002, 0.000004) , and then we get MSE=0and AFER=0% which show in table 2, when we study the problems of enrollments data of University of Alabama in 1971~1992. We conclude the historical results of fuzzy time series forecasting models which accuracy is not high. We knows that sectional forecasting models of SFmBDR have important application potential. 
